
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.gr for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Buying guide

JUTHOLMEN
Outdoor Living Furniture Series

Great flexibility and maintenance-free
With the JUTHOLMEN outdoor modular sofa series you combine sections to create 
a sofa that suits you. From a small two-seater to a large sofa with a chaise longue. 
The series is made of durable, weather-resistant plastic rattan and powder-coated 
steel, so it’s maintenance-free and easy to care for. Add KUDDARNA, HÅLLÖ, FRÖSÖN/
DUVHOLMEN or JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat and back cushions for comfort and use 
decorative cushions like FESTHOLMEN, SÖTHOLMEN and FUNKÖN to personalise your 
sofa.

Interest-free installments

with all credit cards.

Up to

36
interest-free installments

for purchase more than

500€

Up to

24
interest-free installments

for purchase more than

300€

Up to

12
interest-free installments

for purchase more than

100€

The program does not apply for credit cards issued abroad.

Instant Loan
New payment plan without a card

6 to 48 monthly installments
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Combinations

Small but comfy. Even a small space deserves a comfortable 
sofa.
Overall size: 146×73×71 cm
This combination with KUDDARNA seat cushions 190€

Units you need:
JUTHOLMEN corner section 2 pcs

KUDDARNA, HÅLLÖ, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 2 pcs

Time to relax? With JUTHOLMEN stool it’s easy to create
a chaise longue on one end of the sofa – or both... 
Overall size: 138/210×73×71 cm
This combination with KUDDARNA cushions 349€

Units you need:
JUTHOLMEN corner section 2 pcs
JUTHOLMEN one-seat section 1 pc
JUTHOLMEN stool 1 pc
KUDDARNA, HÅLLÖ, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 4 pcs
KUDDARNA, HÅLLÖ, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 62× 44 cm 3 pcs

Nap time. With 2 corner sections and 1 one-seat section
you get a sofa that is perfect for an afternoon nap in the
shade. 
Overall size: 210×73×71 cm
This combination with KUDDARNA cushions 295€

Units you need:
JUTHOLMEN corner section 2 pc
JUTHOLMEN one-seat section 1 pcs
KUDDARNA, HÅLLÖ, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or 
JÄRPÖN/ DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 3 pcs
KUDDARNA, HÅLLÖ, FRÖSÖN /DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 62×44 cm 3 pcs

Free to rearrange. Want L-shaped seating today and a
big sofa tomorrow? Just disconnect the units, rearrange
and reconnect.
Overall size: 148/200×73×71 cm
This combination with KUDDARNA cushions 390€

Units you need:
JUTHOLMEN corner section 2 pcs
JUTHOLMEN one-seat section 2 pcs
KUDDARNA, HÅLLÖ, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 4 pcs
KUDDARNA, HÅLLÖ, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 62×44 cm 5 pcs

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 
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You can combine JUTHOLMEN sections into a modular sofa 
that perfectly suits your needs. If you want to make a different 
combination at a later time, it’s easy to disconnect the sections 
and reconfigure them in a whole new way.

+ + + + =

How to build

JUTHOLMEN corner section. W73×D73×H71 cm.  
Seat: W65×D65×H31 cm.
Dark grey-brown 804.691.16 80€

JUTHOLMEN one-seat section. W64×D74×H71 cm.  
wSeat: W64×D64×H31 cm.
Dark grey-brown 404.521.89 60€

JUTHOLMEN stool. W65×D65×H31 cm.

Dark grey-brown 004.691.15 39€

KUDDARNA seat cushion. 62×62 cm. Thickness 8 cm. 

Beige 404.111.08 15€
Light blue 404.111.13 15€
Grey 304.111.23 15€

KUDDARNA back cushion. 62×44. Thickness 6 cm.

Beige 404.110.47 10€
Light blue 404.110.52 10€
Grey 304.110.62 10€

FRÖSÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so 
it’s easier to change the look and give the cover a wash.

FRÖSÖN cover for back cushion. 62×44 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion 
62×44 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 703.917.12 8€
Dark grey 003.917.15 8€
Dark beige-green 004.793.22 8€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion. 62×44 cm. 
Thickness 14 cm. 

103.918.33 12€

FRÖSÖN cover for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion 
62×62 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 903.917.11 10€
Dark grey 403.917.18 10€
Dark beige-green 604.793.38 10€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. 
Thickness 12 cm. 

503.918.50 20€

HÅLLÖ seat cushion. 62×62 cm, thickness 8 cm.

Beige 002.600.74 25€
Black 602.645.40 25€

HÅLLÖ back cushion. 62×42 cm. 

Beige 002.616.72 10€
Black 802.644.93 10€

JÄRPÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN inner cushions, so it’s 
easier to change the look and give the cover a wash.

JÄRPÖN cover for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 62×62 cm. Sold 
separately.
Anthracite 004.453.27 20€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. 
Thickness 12 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for seat cushion 62×62 cm. Sold separately.

503.918.50 20€

JÄRPÖN cover for back cushion. 62×44 cm. To be com-
pleted with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 62×44 cm. Sold 
separately.
Anthracite 504.452.97 15€

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion. 62×44 cm. 
Thickness 14 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for back cushion 62×44 cm. Sold separately.

103.918.33 12€

All parts and prices
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Protecting and caring for JUTHOLMEN

The best way to extend the life of your outdoor furniture is by cleaning it regularly and not leaving it outdoors unprotected more than 
necessary.

Storing
JUTHOLMEN sofa frame:
If possible, store in a cool dry place indoors. If the furniture is 
stored outside, cover it with a waterproof cover. After a rain or 
snowfall, wipe off excess water or snow from flat surfaces. Allow 
air to circulate to avoid condensation.
In freezing temperatures, plastic can weaken and is not recom-
mended for use.

Cushions:
Store the sofa cushions in a cool, dry place indoors when the 
season is over, preferably in a storage bag or storage box to 
protect from dirt and dust. Make sure the cushions are com-
pletely dry before storing them away.

Cleaning 

Wipe clean with a mild soapy solution. 
KUDDARNA seat cushion cover is removable and machine wash-
able, the back cushion can be hand washed. 
FRÖSÖN, JÄRPÖN and HÅLLÖ cushions covers are removable 
and machine washable.

Maintenance 
Requires no maintenance.

TOSTERÖ storage bags and storage boxes
TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions 62×62 cm, height 
25 cm. Fits in SOLLERÖN sofa sections.
Black 604.098.21 €000

TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions 116×49 cm, height 
35 cm. Fits in ÄPPLARÖ storage bench 128×57 cm.
Black 202.923.28 €000

TOSTERÖ storage box 129×44 cm, height 79 cm.
Black 104.114.40 €000

VRENEN storage box, 156×71 cm, height 93 cm.

Light grey/grey 504.114.43 €000


